
  

 

 

  

Elm Class Weekly News – 23.11.21- 26.11.21 

The children had lots 

of fun learning about 

how to take good 

care of your teeth 

We hope you all had a 

lovely long weekend, it 

certainly looks like you 

have from all the lovely 

pictures and videos we 

have see. Thank you for 

sending them to us! 

At the Dentist! 



  

REMINDERS– 

Thank you so much for all the lovely pictures and videos you send us, we look seeing what the children 

get up to at the weekends. They all look so happy! 

Lots of bugs going around at the moment, just a reminder that if your child is not well please do keep 

them at home if possible. Sometimes just a but of a rest can make all the difference.  

Hats, gloves and warm coats please now the weather has got a little colder       

The class email elm@acorns.lancs.sch.uk please use this for correspondence to ensure neither of us 

miss messages and we can ensure good communication via home & school. 

 

Busy bees 

in Elm 

Class! 

Look how hard we are 

working! 

mailto:elm@acorns.lancs.sch.uk


 

This week the children have enjoyed being back at school. They did some wonderful joining 

in with our “Visit to the Dentist” session. We role played going to see the dentist and 

talked about how to look after your teeth, some children sorted things that are good or 

bad for teeth. We also did some super brushing!! Fun and learning! 

This week the pictures are focussed around the early morning sessions each day, as you 

can see all the children work very hard on specific targets and we have seen some 

remarkable improvements since September!! The children are happy and keen to ‘work’ the 

rise to the challenges set and try hard everyday! 

Our star this week has been awarded to Gracie for such wonderful participation in our RE 

session, Music and Movement, PE and our Dentist session. She is always so enthusiastic 

and has such a positive effect on her classmates, often encouraging and involving them in 

her activities! This term the star of the week is linked to our school value of “positivity” 

On Wednesday afternoon some of the children learnt about the Jewish celebration of 

Hanukkah  - we listened to songs, stories, danced, tasted special food, dressed up and 

looked at special artefacts including the Menorah candle. The children loved saying hello to 

the Rabi Puppet! We made a Menorah candle for our display 

The children are also making huge progress with their dressing skills, they are 

remembering to ask for help when needed too which is just as important! 

Communication has been wonderful this week – lots of speech, sounds, interacting and 

requesting going on! Brooke managed to travel to exchange a symbol this week, Penny is 

now exchanging without support to request something she wants in all different 

situations, Junior is using full sentences to request with the aid of his book and Mack is 

doing 3 step communications using his book. 

Have a fabulous weekend 

From all of the  Elm Class Team       

Hannakuh - RE 


